Appendix number 5

Few photographs taken during the process of Ph.D field work
The investigator assists the students in an
Unaided Elementary school

While three students are operating the computer, the remaining students are listening to CALL using LCD
The investigator is helping the students to operate the computer themselves.

The investigator feels happy over the responses given by the students.
In the Government (Urban) elementary school, the Investigator is introducing the CALL package

How attentive the students are!
Look at the cheerful faces of the Experimental Group 1
(Only CALL as Instructional Strategy)

Students’ involvement and keenness in learning the receptive skills of English using CALL
In the Aided elementary school, the investigator initiates the Class using CALL package

The investigator listens to the questions asked by the students
How gracefully a boy is helping a girl to operate the mouse!

The Experimental Group 1 students are doing the drill & practice!
In the Government (Rural) elementary school, the investigator highlights the features of the CALL package to the teachers.

Experimental Group2 (CALL as Support System to Teachers' Class Room Instruction) is in accomplishment!
The teacher is so happy to have the support of the CALL package to teach English.

The teachers are utilizing the CALL package to enable their students to acquire the listening and reading skills in English.